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Pandemic-Accelerated Trends Driving
Value in the Post-COVID Environment
Product innovation,
direct-to-consumer
capabilities, and
omnichannel
migration are among
the major themes
driving value
creation.

consumers with a new perspective

accessories brand for popular

on how traditional products can

console brands including Xbox,

enhance their daily lifestyle.

PlayStation, and Nintendo, enables

Even as the COVID-19 pandemic

customization of a product can

subsides, we see several key trends

expand customer lifetime value

in consumer behavior that

(“LTV”) as greater customer

accelerated during the past year and

“stickiness” leads to recurring

will likely persist in the “new normal.”

revenue, which further drives

Innovative consumer brands will

valuation multiple expansion.

continue to draw M&A interest from
strategic acquirers and private equity
sponsors that are flush with cash.
Based on our research and
conversations with industry
participants, we highlight several
interesting trends shaping M&A
activity in the consumer sector
today.

Consumer Industry:
Key Themes Driving
Deal Activity
THEME 1: Reinvigorating Brands
through Product Innovation.

personalization of video game
• Customization has become a

hardware through exclusive

key consumer branding strategy as

licensing collaborations with

personalization enhances customer

companies including Disney, Star

experience—and translates into

Wars, Marvel, Microsoft and The

product loyalty. Allowing for the

Pokémon Company.

Our research indicates that
customization does not need to be
cost-prohibitive—it can be
accomplished with compelling
economics. This is because
demand-driven manufacturing
systems can improve the accuracy
of production forecasts and working
capital assumptions, as well as limit
distribution costs associated with
unsold inventory.
In February 2021, Objective Capital
served as advisor on Marketing
Instincts’ sale of Controller Gear to

An increasing number of consumer

Razer, the leading global lifestyle

brands have repositioned

brand for gamers, at a compelling

themselves by presenting

valuation. Controller Gear is an
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• Re-inventing the Product
Experience: An increasing number
of consumer brands have
repositioned themselves by
presenting consumers with a new
perspective on how traditional
products—such as underwear,
socks, soap, and deodorant—can
enhance their daily lifestyle.
o Building Product Loyalty
Around Shared Experience: Many
consumer brands have built a
stickier and more valuable customer
base by focusing on building
community. Kindred Bravely, a
premium maternity and nursing wear
company whose products are
designed “by moms, for moms,” is a
great example of this value driver.
Kindred Bravely has built a loyal and
growing customer base by focusing
not only on creating a well-designed
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product that maximizes fit and

underwear, offers a monthly

compounding impact on brand

functionality, but also by building a

curated virtual showroom based

loyalty that drives recurring sales.

community of support for soon-to-

on the customer’s preferences.

be/new mothers. Objective Capital
Partners advised Kindred Bravely

Over the past decade, smaller
Attractive M&A Targets:

brands have increasingly leveraged

Established consumer product

cost-efficient social media

equity firm focused on investments

companies are aggressively

marketing to connect directly with

in lower-middle-market consumer

seeking to acquire innovative

consumers. This disintermediation

and business services companies,

brands that meet both financial

has displaced traditional business

in April 2021.

and strategic imperatives. From a

models that are centered around

financial perspective, these

economies of scale by offsetting

As another example of building

innovative brands can be key to

inventory storage and distribution

product branding through shared

driving top-line growth in a mature

costs. Brand identity around shared

experience, Objective represented

industry. We expect the

values further reinforces customer

Tula in its sale to ErgoBaby in May

environment for bolt-on

loyalty, which translates into

2016. Tula’s focus on building a

acquisitions to continue to be

recurring sales and improves

community of like-minded parents

vibrant as established companies

customer lifetime value.

around unique babywearing

clamor for growth and seek to

experiences, such as Tula meet-

adopt best practices from upstart

Big brands, fully cognizant of this

ups and playgroups, was a key

brands that have built communities

trend, have embraced social media

acquisition driver for ErgoBaby.

of dedicated customers. These

marketing and are trying to

imperatives already have been

replicate this strategy, albeit with

driving transaction activity at

mixed success. This has led to bolt-

robust valuations. By leveraging

on acquisitions at historically rich

existing infrastructure and

valuations, especially from strategic

distribution channels, established

buyers who are seeking to gain

companies can acquire and

fast-growing brands with above-

integrate these innovate consumer

average profitability largely due to

companies efficiently.

their dedicated customer following.

THEME 2: Direct-to-Consumer

Because larger companies are

(DTC) Social Media Revolution.

increasingly using their outsized

Consumers are increasingly

marketing budgets to compete for

connected and transparent in

social media marketing, the new

sharing experiences across

brand market has become over-

multiple social media platforms.

crowded, disadvantaging smaller

The quality of product experience,

digitally native consumer product

which includes ongoing interaction

companies. Objective’s perspective

that could convert consumers into

for DTC brands looking to further

“brand evangelists,” has a

expand valuation before

on its sale to TZP Group, a private

o $UWLVDQDO&UDIWVPDQVKLS
7KHUHKDVEHHQDVKLIWLQ
FRQVXPHUGHPDQGQRWMXVWIRU
FRPIRUWEXWDOVRVW\OHGHWDLOVDQG
LQSXWPDWHULDOV$VDQH[DPSOH
DUWLVDQDOPHQ¶VXQGHUZHDUEUDQG
7RPP\-RKQKDVUHLPDJLQHG
ER[HUEULHIVXVLQJVXVWDLQDEOH
OLJKWZHLJKWPDWHULDOVWKDWDUH
GHVLJQHGIRUDVXSHULRUILW
o 6XEVFULSWLRQ%R[HV'LUHFWWR
FRQVXPHUVXEVFULSWLRQER[HVWKDW
DUHQDUURZO\IRFXVHGRQVSHFLILF
SURGXFWFDWHJRULHVKDYHFRQWLQXHG
WRJDLQPRPHQWXP)RUH[DPSOH
Bootaybag, a subscription-based,
affordable stylish women’s
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monetizing is to focus on

Companies using a brick-and-

innovative, less mainstream social

mortar location to fulfill orders

media marketing techniques, such

placed online can help retailers

as the use of “micro-influencers,” to

better manage inventory and save

keep customer acquisition cost

on fulfillment and supply chain

(“CAC”) low. In addition, an

costs.

ongoing focus on building authentic
communities around products

Similar pressures exist for digitally

through social media and other

exclusive brands that lack a

content can drive customer lifetime

physical storefront that enriches

value.

customer experience. In addition to
selling their brands through

THEME 3: Omnichannel

traditional retainers, these brands

Migration. E-commerce has been

are trying innovative approaches

a hugely important secular trend.

such as micro-retailing (see

But in the post-pandemic “new

sidebar). The sale of Kindred

normal,” an omnichannel presence

Bravely to TZP Group highlights

may be the optimal solution due to

the growing value of an

logistical constraints around last

omnichannel presence. TZP

mile delivery and associated costs.

Group’s experience in brick-and-

The key is to maintain a cohesive

mortar retail was a compelling

and seamless shopping

strategic rationale in acquiring the

experience across channels to

company and positioning it for the

drive continued expansion in the

next transformative phase of the

lifetime value of the customer. This

digitally native brand’s growth.

means a fully cohesive interface
from the website and mobile app to
the physical marketplace to the

Micro Retail Innovation: Microretailing, such as using small-

As the pandemic subsides,

machines, and boutique

as buy-online-pickup-in-store
(“BOPIS”) and buy-online-pickupat-curb (“BOPAC”), will likely
remain permanent fixtures. Store
pickup initiatives run more
seamlessly when retailers design
their storefronts to operate like mini
fulfillment centers.
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This type of innovation reinforces
the idea that positive customer
experience drives increased
customer loyalty, translating into
greater customer lifetime value.
Micro-retailing can lead to
enhanced economics through an
improved cost structure relative to
mass distribution models. Even
large brands have been
successful in a micro-retail
approach. For example, Tesla
has found success with stores at
small retail venues and malls.
Ikea, known for the macro store
format that can be overwhelming
to some, launched micro-stores in
London by selectively targeting
customers that prefer curated
offerings.
Micro-retail also applies to digital
brands. For historically online
product companies, the

last-mile fulfillment of a purchase.

convenient fulfillment options, such

inventory management benefits.

scale pop-up shops, vending
storefronts that leverage a
variety of innovative downsized
points of sale, have been gaining
momentum as ecommerce
merchants experiment with
opening lower-risk physical retail
spaces. Micro-retailing can help
to improve the customer
experience as well as provide

integration into retail channels can
cause significant challenges,
including supply chain issues,
margin degradation, and loss of
control over the customer
experience. Micro-retail presents
a more cost-effective way to
create an in-person sale
experience with targeted
customers.
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Consumer: Sectors of
Focus
Based on our analysis and
conversations with business owners
and dealmakers in our network, we
are paying close attention to the
following segments of the consumer
industry.
Health, Wellness, & Beauty: In the
health, wellness, and beauty sector,
we have seen an increasing focus
on self-care and wellness over
external beauty given the shifting
focus on health during COVID-19.
Mass customization, a key theme
discussed above, is seeing rapid
adoption in the health and beauty
space. This prolific trend in
cosmetics has been adopted in
beauty segments where it was not
previously present. One recent
example is in the shampoo market,
where companies like Function of
Beauty offer products that can be
customized based on hair type, hair
texture, scalp type, scent, color, and
packaging.
Mass customization can be
accomplished with compelling
economics for a number of reasons.
Because of the direct-to-consumer
nature of these products, price
points are often similar to traditional
high-end products sold via
traditional channels. Companies can
5
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therefore sell products that add

strengthen a brand’s value. One

value for customers but are priced

example of success is Tula, a

similarly to mass-produced

company that Objective

competitors. More accurate,

represented in its sale to ErgoBaby

demand-driven production can

in May 2016. Tula’s focus on

boost margins and provide a

building a community of like-

competitive advantage relative to a

minded parents around shared

mass production model that

experiences, such as Tula

depends on traditional marketing,

meetups and playgroups, was a

sales promotions, and distribution

key acquisition driver for

incentives. Our research indicates

ErgoBaby.

that the cost to produce and sell via
direct-to-consumer channels can be

While the importance of e-

similar to the cost structure for non-

commerce has skyrocketed during

customized, high-end products.

the COVID-19 pandemic, an

Finally, customization can boost

omnichannel approach may be

customer lifetime value as

increasingly valuable going

personalized products lead to

forward. Companies are focused

higher customer satisfaction and

on building a cohesive interface for

build loyalty. This in turn increases

customers — across a company’s

recurring revenues, driving multiple

website, mobile app, physical

expansion. Companies that are

marketplace, and purchase

able to offer customized product

fulfillment. As an example of the

solutions with a scalable production

value of an omnichannel presence,

model will be highly sought-after

Objective Capital advised Kindred

acquisition targets.

Bravely, a digitally native direct-toconsumer maternity brand, on its

Women’s Health / Maternity &

sale to TZP Group in April 2021.

Baby Products: Community-

TZP Group, an established private

building and omnichannel migration

equity sponsor with brick-and-

are two themes driving customer

mortar channel expertise, was

LTV as well as M&A valuations for

attracted to the opportunity to build

women’s health and maternity-

on Kindred’s e-commerce-led

focused businesses.

strategy with more of an
omnichannel presence. TZP

Companies in the women’s health

Group will seek to enhance

and maternity space demonstrate

Kindred's social media presence

that building community around

and enter the mass retail market

customers’ shared experiences can

internationally.
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Food & Beverage: Specialty

• Health-focused Beverages:

health foods have been gaining

Healthy alternatives to

traction for several years as

conventional sodas, such as low-

consumers place greater value on

calorie natural fruit juice

healthier food options, and this

beverages, have been another

trend took on even greater

area of focus. Objective Capital

importance during the COVID-19

recently completed a valuation

pandemic. We have seen robust

engagement for Organifi, a plant-

M&A activity involving higher-end

based superfoods lifestyle brand

and niche food brands as

that offers delicious, nutritious, and

consumers switch to better-for-you

convenient juice blends.

foods over cheaper and faster
alternatives. Our advisory team has

• Snackification: In recent years,

been involved in several private

an increasing cohort of consumers

market valuation engagements

has shifted away from the

given the multiple expansion that is

traditional three meals per day

occurring in this area.

toward a heavier reliance on
snacks – or “grazing” – for daily

Some interesting sub-trends in food

sustenance. This trend, known as

& beverage include:

“snackification,” gained momentum
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

• Keto or “Flexitarian”/Hybrid Diets:

Even as the pandemic subsides,

These diets have become more

snackification is a trend that is

mainstream, beyond a passing

expected to continue driving sales

“fad,” with broadening adoption

as a large percentage of the

across specialty food products.

workforce continues to work
remotely. Objective Capital

• Plant-based Protein: We are

advised Seawind Foods, a

seeing broader adoption in plant-

producer and distributor of all-

based protein extending beyond

natural dried fruits and vegetables

beef and burger substitutes to

and other shelf-stable foods, on its

seafood and snacks. As an

sale to Tide Rock Holdings.

example, Objective Capital
provided private market valuation
advisory services to Alpha Foods, a
plant-based meat substitute brand
known for their ready-meals made
from non-GMO soy.
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Consumer Market
Data
Number of Consumer
Transactions by Year
Deal volume in the consumer
sector declined in 2020 as the
COVID-19 pandemic weighed on
dealmaking activity. But deal
activity gained momentum in the
fourth quarter of 2020 and has
been very strong in early 2021.

Source: Pitchbook, S&P Capital IQ. Data as of 4/12/2021
Data comprised of Objective’s Consumer sectors only.

Consumer Deal
Value
(USD MILLIONS)
While overall deal value in the
consumer sector declined in
2020, transaction volume in
2021 is on pace for a strong
year, similar to levels reached in
2018 and 2019.
Source: S&P Capital IQ. Data as of 4/12/2021
Data comprised of Objective’s Consumer sectors only.
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Consumer Market
Data

Company
Name

Total Transaction Size
(USD billions)

Expedia Group, Inc.

$22,436

Most Active
Consumer Buyers by
Deal Value
(since 2017)

7-Eleven, Inc.

$21,011

Caesars Entertainment, Inc.

$19,945

LVMH Moët Hennessy

$18,920

Flutter Entertainment plc

$15,498

Inspire Brands, Inc.

$14,680

Apollo Global Management, Inc.

$14,559

Melrose Industries PLC

$12,924

Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec

$12,546

Brookfield Business Partners L.P.

$11,600

Source: S&P Capital IQ. Data as of 4/12/2021
Data comprised of Objective’s Consumer sectors only.

Company
Name
Camping World Holdings, Inc.

Most Active
Consumer Buyers
by Deal Volume
(Since 2017)

Lucky Bucks, LLC
Lithia Motors, Inc.
MCR Development
Premium Brands Holdings Corporation
GrowGeneration Corp.
Park Lawn Corporation
GrubMarket, Inc.
BSN Sports, LLC
Four Corners Property Trust, Inc.
Source: S&P Capital IQ. Data as of 4/12/2021
Data comprised of Objective’s Consumer sectors only.
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Total Transaction Size
(USD billions)
$23
$23
$22
$22
$20
$18
$17

$16

$15

$15
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Select Transactions

Objective Capital Partners, LLC d/b/a/
Objective,
Investment
Banking
&
Valuation is a leading investment banking
and valuation firm offering M&A Advisory
and Valuation Advisory Services for lower
middle market companies, specializing in
transactions valued at $20-75MM.
Founded in 2006, Objective’s seasoned
professionals have collectively executed
over 500 M&A advisory engagements
and thousands of business valuations
within its five practice groups: Business
Services, Consumer, Healthcare & Life
Sciences, Manufacturing & Distribution,
and Technology. Objective is tenaciously
invested in providing world-class, sectorfocused advisory services aligned with its
clients’ objectives. The services we
provide are below:

M&A Advisory
• Sell-side
• Buy-side
Valuation Advisory
• Strategic Advisory
• Transaction Opinions
• Financial Reporting
• Tax Compliance

Select Awards & Recognitions

Sell-Side
Advisors
of the Year
by M&A Advisor

Corporate /
Strategic Deal
of the Year
($100-250M)
by M&A Advisor

Objective Capital Partners
San Diego | Los Angeles
www.objectivecp.com
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Consumer
Discretionary
Deal of the Year
by M&A Advisor

Boutique
Investment
Banking Firm
of the Year
by M&A Advisor

Securities and Investment Banking Services are offered through
BA Securities, LLC Member FINRA, SIPC. Objective Capital
Partners and BA Securities, LLC are separate unaffiliated entities.

Please direct inquiries to:
Trever Acers*
Managing Director
trever.acers@objectivecp.com
(858) 663-8662

Channing Hamlet*
Managing Director
channing.hamlet@objectivecp.com
(310) 570-2721
Dan Shea*
Managing Director
dan.shea@objectivecp.com
(310) 903-2163
*Registered Representative of BA Securities, LLC.

